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GUEST EDITORS’  INTRODUCTION

With a multitude of mobile apps available 
in the market, most users are unaware of 
the security risks they bring. Strategies for 
coping with the diversity of these threats 
deserve a closer look. 

S ince the first major worm attack on mainframe 
machines in the 1980s, security has been a seri-
ous issue for computing systems. And although 
computer systems have changed a lot since that 

first Morris worm surfaced, threats and attacks have never 

been completely eliminated. On the contrary, malware 
and other cyber threats have grown exponentially due to 
various benefits earned by launching attacks. 

As computing has moved resoundingly toward mobile 
platforms,1 so too have attacks and malware shifted 
their targets to mobile computing. In 2013, Sophos2 con-
cluded that Android is the biggest target, and F-secure3 
reported that the number of mobile malware samples 
grew from several hundreds to more than 50,000 in just 
two years. The ubiquitous and popular use of mobile de-
vices has made mobile application security a pressing 
issue. Because these devices contain large amounts of 
sensitive personal information, they are attractive targets 
for attackers seeking financial gain. However, Symantec4 
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showed 57 percent of adult users are still unaware that 
security solutions exist for mobile devices. Reports also 
show that about half the attacks are intended to steal per-
sonal information and track users. Complicating matters 
further is the fact that mobile devices have limited com-
putational power and a restricted user interface, making 
it easier for attackers to hide their malicious activities. 

MOBILE SECURITY RESEARCH 
To address this growing challenge, researchers are explor-
ing a variety of security strategies for mobile platforms. 
Some work focuses on the analysis, detection, and evalua-
tion of malicious applications. Like traditional approaches 
applied to system security, an analysis can be done with 
static techniques, dynamic techniques, or both. Other work 
focuses on designs meant to improve data security—for 
example, controlling permission usage or isolating the 
execution environment. 

However, mobile application security should not simply 
focus on data and applications. Mobile platforms are used 
in various new settings and impact users in ways that 
could never apply to a PC. An attacker could compromise 
systems connected to mobile devices through vulnerabili-
ties identified at any point. The rise of mobile botnets is 
a characteristic example of such a case. Furthermore, as 
we anticipate a shift from mobile platforms to wearable 
devices (smart watches, glasses, and the like), there are 
even more reasons to worry. Thus, we argue that it is much 
more interesting and challenging for security communities 
to work on mobile application security—not only because 
it is an emerging topic, but also because it could have a 
much greater impact on how we think about system secu-
rity research as a whole.

IN THIS ISSUE
This special issue presents high-quality articles describing 
security algorithms, protocols, policies, and frameworks 
for applications running on modern mobile platforms such 
as Android, iOS, and Windows Mobile. We received a total 
of 28 submissions, and after a rigorous review process, 
we selected five articles covering the subject from differ-
ent perspectives.  

Detecting malicious behavior
Malware creators often hide malicious behavior in seem-
ingly innocent applications. “Thwarting Obfuscated 
Malware via Differential Fault Analysis,” by Guillermo 
 Suarez-Tangil, Juan Tapiador, Flavio Lombardi, and Roberto 
Di Pietro, proposes a tool called Alterdroid that identifies 
obfuscated malicious components in an app package. The 
authors explain that Alterdroid first selects the suspicious 
components using statistical analysis against predefined 
models. It then injects a fault into a randomly selected 
suspicious component and repackages the modified 

component with the original application. The tool runs 
both the modified and original app in the Android con-
tainers and detects malicious behavior by comparing the 
execution traces using differential analysis. The approach 
is similar to fuzzing, but instead of manipulating program 
input, the authors manipulate the program directly to un-
cover malicious activity.

Rooting and jailbreaking
Although it can jeopardize device security, many users at-
tempt to root their mobile devices and obtain superuser 
access rights for full control and customization. In “Root-
Guard: Protecting Rooted Android Phones,” Yuru Shao, 
Xiapu Luo, and Chenxiong Qian propose a custom app to 
complement standard root-privilege management tools on 
the Android OS. The authors summarize the negative se-
curity effects of rooting a device. They then explain how 

RootGuard intercepts system calls from processes started 
via a superuser and then applies several default or user-
defined policies to them. The tool—evaluated on realistic 
malware and handwritten demo exploits—is shown to 
provide a more secure environment for rooted devices. 

App store security
A secure environment cannot solely rely on a mobile 
device itself: the security of the entire operation and 
usage environment must be considered as well. “Smart 
AppStore: Expanding the Frontiers of Smartphone Ecosys-
tems” by Félix Gómez Mármol, Gregor Rozinaj, Sebastian 
Schumann, Ondrej Lábaj, and Juraj Kač ur presents a case 
study (in the context of an EU research project) of an appli-
cation store for smartphones and other smart devices (like 
smart TVs). The authors show how their device- agnostic 
approach can be used in the project’s context. In addition, 
they demonstrate how objectives of usability, friendliness, 
and security can be considered simultaneously. Their app 
store is an interesting system with features including 
advanced security, biometric authentication, multilevel 
authorization, gesture navigation, application reputation 
scoring, and identity management. 

The BYOD paradigm
Expansion of mobile device use has led to the emerging 
BYOD trend, in which enterprises and organizations allow 
employees to bring their private devices to work. This trend 

A secure environment cannot solely rely 
on a mobile device itself: the security 
of the entire operation and usage 
environment must be considered as well.
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creates new challenges for balancing convenience and se-
curity. “Securing the ‘Bring Your Own Device’ Paradigm” 
by Alessandro Armando, Gabriele Costa, Luca Verderame, 
and Alessio Merlo discusses security issues related to 
mobile devices in the BYOD environment. The authors 
propose a secure metamarket architecture supporting the 
definition and enforcement of BYOD policies. They also 
implement an Android-based prototype named BYODroid 
and present experimental results on its runtime. It is an 
interesting read, and it shows how to address a major prob-
lem that organizations face due to BYOD’s popularity and 
the proliferation of Android malware.

Security in open source  
and Web-based mobile OSs
“Security in the Firefox OS and Tizen Mobile Platforms” 
by Olga Gadyatskaya, Fabio Massacci, and Yury Zhau-
niarovich introduces two emerging mobile operating 
systems and discusses their security designs. Compared to 
mainstream mobile OSs, a distinguishing feature of these 
systems is the native integration of Web applications. After 
an overview of these OSs, the authors introduce and dis-
cuss their security designs and features. Because the two 
systems are also Linux based, they compare the differ-
ences between these and Android as well. 

W hile the art icles here cover diverse topics in 
mobile application security, security is always 
an arms race between attackers and defenders. 

Any new application can bring new security challenges. 
As mobile applications grow, we believe mobile applica-
tion security will continue to be a rich research field. 
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